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individual citizens o£ the states for all those purposes thai
fall within its sphere of activity and also over the states as
communities. By virtue of the terms of the compact of
federation the several states transfer their authority over
certain spheres of state activity* These spheres of
governmental activity cover all the states and as a
necessary corollary of this transfer of power the states
lose their external independent character and the federal
government assumes all rights to enter into international
matters as an independent nation and all the obligations into
which the federal government enters with other nations
ipso facto become binding on the states. But the internal
independence of the states remains unimpaired.
In his every day life a citizen in a federation is
under two governments, the central and the state.
It is true that the sphere of authority of the state govern-
ment very vitally affects the citizen's activities at almost
every turn, e.g. in Education, Health, Sanitation, Law and
Order and in the case of most of the taxes he pays. But in
such other matters as Posts and Telegraph, Railways, Mili-
tary Laws, and his dealings with foreign countries, he truly
feels the hand of the central government on himself and
for any violation of the rules or laws of this government
he is as much directly answerable to it as he is to the state
government when he infringes the state laws, and the
state government cannot protect him from the punishment
which the central government chooses to inflict on him,
laws, the laws of his State and the laws of the Nation. Ho obeys two sots
of officials, those of his State and those of the Nation, and pays two sets of
taxes, besides whatever local taxes or rates his city or country may impose."
Now this theory of double citizenship in a federation has been given
effect to in almojf all the federal constitutions of the world. Article 2C1V of
the constitution oi the United States of America lays down that " All
persons born or naturalised in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherein they reside., .*"

